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View of a part of a comb at an apiary, in Xochimilco, Mexico City. Veliz works in the removal of a swarm of bees from the garden of a house in
Naucalpan de Juarez, Mexico.

The Abeja Negra SOS (SOS Black Bee) organization -founded in 2018 and
formed solely by women- ensure the conservation of bees in natural habitats
in Mexico, carrying out more than 200 rescues a year. 

Adriana Veliz whispered affectionately
as she removed a colony of bees
from inside a statue in a Mexican

backyard-part of her mission to help save
them from extinction. “Relax babies, relax.
You’ll be fine,” the 32-year-old veterinarian
said as the bees swarmed around her and
clung to the white suit she wore to protect
against their stings.

Veliz’s bee protection organization
Abeja Negra SOS carries out more than
200 such rescues a year to protect the
insects from dangers such as humans and
pesticides. The five-woman team offers its
services for free to help safeguard the
bees, which Veliz said play a vital role
including in pollination that enables crops
to reproduce.

“Basically they keep an ecosystem in
balance,” she said. Despite their impor-
tance, some people kill bees they find in
their homes or offices because they are
afraid of being attacked, Veliz said.

Risky work 
Lying on the grass, she stretched her

arm as far as she could inside the 1.5-
meter (five-foot) concrete statue where the
bees made their hive in Naucalpan near
Mexico City. Her partner Luz Millan puffed

smoke at the insects to neutralize the
pheromones they use to communicate,
and sprinkled water on them to make it
harder to fly. After removing the colony,

home to the Apis mellifera species of hon-
ey bee, the team took it to an apiary on a
mountain outside the urban sprawl of
Mexico City.

Moving the insects is no easy task.
Recently, Veliz and her team had to demol-
ish the wall of a house to get to the bees
inside. “It’s dangerous because the bees
defend their hive. Their queen orders them
with pheromones when to attack,” Veliz
said. Abeja Negra SOS, which was found-
ed in 2018, is not only saving bees-it is
also empowering women, her colleague
Millan said. “We don’t need a man to do
these jobs. Women aren’t only here to do
delicate things,” she said.

‘Vital indicator’
Mexico is home to nearly 2,000 bee

species and, like in many countries, envi-
ronmentalists are concerned for their
future. More than a third of Mexico’s Apis
mellifera bee colonies were lost in 2020,
according to Adriana Correa, a researcher
at the National Autonomous University of
Mexico.

The use of toxic agrochemicals and
the impact of climate change on flowering
cycles have taken their toll on the
species, she said. “If they die, humans
are not far from suffering the same fate.
They are a vital indicator for humanity,”
Correa warned. For years the bees living
in the statue caused no trouble, but a few
weeks ago they began stinging the
house’s residents.

“Suddenly they started attacking, espe-
cially my parents,” said Montserrat
Moreno, a 54-year-old school teacher. “We
wanted them to be taken away alive and
be treated as well as possible,” she added.
In the mountainside apiary, Veliz, who
describes herself as a “guardian of the
bees,” proudly showed off a dozen res-
cued hives, each of which can contain up
to 80,000 specimens. “You’ll be fine here,”
she told the bees as she sprinkled sugar in
their new home. — AFP

Apiece of art weaving together one
of the great statesmen of the 20th
century, an icon of the jet set and

the world’s first “super yacht” will go under
the hammer at New York auction house
Phillips on June 23.

“The Moat, Breccles,” a signed 1921 oil
landscape by Winston Churchill, is esti-
mated by Phillips at $1.5 million to $2 mil-
lion, far from the $11.6 million netted by

another painting from the wartime British
prime minister sold by Angelina Jolie at
Christie’s last March. But even if it doesn’t
shatter records, this landscape-which
Churchill mentioned in a December 1921
essay titled “Painting as a Pastime”-could
appeal to both history and celebrity buffs. 

Churchill kept the painting for 40 years
before offering it in 1961, four years
before his death, to his friend the Greek
shipping magnate Aristotle Onassis,
Phillips Deputy Chairman Jean-Paul
Engelen told AFP. The tycoon was so
proud of his gift that he hung it in a place
of honor-behind the bar of his yacht-
alongside works by Vermeer, Gauguin, Le
Greco and Pissarro. This super yacht,
named “Christina” after Onassis’s daugh-
ter, was a former Canadian Navy frigate,
nearly 100 meters long. It had been a part
of the Normandy landings before Onassis
bought the ship post-war for $34,000.

Onassis had it lavishly renovated to the
tune of $4 million, making it “one of the
most incredible structures that floated,”
Engelen said. It was a favored gathering
spot for the rich and famous, including
Elizabeth Taylor, John F and Jackie
Kennedy, Richard Burton, Grace Kelly, J
Paul Getty, Eva Peron and others. When
Onassis died in 1975, seven years after
his marriage to Jackie Kennedy, the yacht
was sold and everything on board placed
in storage, until his heirs recently decided
to part with the painting. To spur interest in
the canvas, Phillips has recreated the bar
on the “Christina”-known as Ari’s Bar-in its
New York showroom, including facsimiles
of its famous whale teeth, and filled the
shelves with Pol Roger champagne,
Churchill’s preferred bubbly. — AFP

‘Women build 
the city’: Vienna’s 
space for female
architects

Women may hold up half the sky,
but when it comes to designing
the public spaces and buildings

in which they live, their voices have too
often been silenced. A visionary project in
Vienna aims to turn that notion on its
head, with a suburb in the Austrian capital
designed by and for women. It exemplifies
how the city is trying to make urban space
more inclusive, from brighter lights to
broader pavements that make room for
pushchairs, and how female architects
and designers are driving the change.

The new Seestadt district has been in
the throes of development since 2012, a
sprawling building site on the city’s east-
ern edge that is projected to expand from
its 8,300 population now to 20,000 by
2030. Giant letters on hoardings around
some of the construction sites proclaim
“Women build the city”.

By turning the focus on the role of
women in urban design, Vienna is helping
to highlight the still dominant role men
play in shaping the built environment.
The developers and bankers who often
make the crucial decisions when it comes
to urban development are still overwhelm-
ingly male, says Sabina Riss, an architect
and university researcher who studies the
relationship between gender and urban
planning.

Janis Joplin 
She estimates that in most countries

“the percentage of women in the decision-
making process at between five and 10
percent at most”. As well as being heavily
involved in the design of the new build-
ings in Seestadt, women also take center-
stage when it comes to naming the new
streets. The philosopher Hannah Arendt,
singer Janis Joplin and children’s book
heroine Pippi Longstocking are just a few
of the names to grace the new addresses. 

The district is also hosting a new exhi-
bition showcasing female architects that
runs until October 15. According to archi-

tect Carla Lo-who herself has contributed
designs for one of Seestadt’s interior
courtyards-Vienna’s planning policies
have been refreshed since Kathrin Gaal in
2018 became the first woman to head the
city’s powerful housing department, over-
seeing an annual budget of more than a
billion euros ($1.2 billion).

“Since she has been there, suddenly

the particular needs of single mothers are
considered when tenders go out for proj-
ects,” Lo says. Having given her input to
the development of Seestadt, Gaal says
she wants the exhibition there to encour-
age other women “to make their visions
reality”.

Bright lights, safer city 
The desire to cater to women’s needs

can be seen in many facets of Vienna’s
modern city planning, from the brighter
street lights and more exits at sports ven-
ues to help women feel safer, to provision
of better toilet facilities. In residential
design too there are such innovations as
common rooms shared between several
flats to keep prices low and encourage
families to collaborate for childcare.  At
the exhibition, visitors can learn about the
often overlooked achievements of 18
female architects, artists and urban plan-
ners from across the world. For co-curator
Wojciech Czaja, the show fits the ethos
reflected in Seestadt’s street names.

“Ninety-two percent of streets in
Vienna are named after men,” he says,
adding: “This doesn’t reflect history or the
present.—AFP

Anew museum dedicated to the
long-silenced trauma of German
civilians forced to flee eastern

Europe at the end of World War II opens
next week after decades of wrenching
debate. Perhaps reflecting what its
founders call their delicate “balancing
act”, the new institution in Berlin carries
the unwieldy name of Documentation
Centre for Displacement, Expulsion and
Reconciliation. Some 14 million Germans

fled or were ejected from what is today’s
Poland, Russia, the Czech Republic,
Hungary, the Baltic states, Romania,
Slovakia and the former Yugoslavia
between 1944 and 1950.

Escaping the Russian army and later
forced out by occupying powers and local
authorities, an estimated 600,000
Germans lost their lives on the trek.
Those who fled included people who had
settled in Nazi-occupied territories as well

as ethnic Germans who had lived for cen-
turies as minorities. 

Seventy-six years after the conflict’s
end, director Gundula Bavendamm said
Germany was finally ready to talk about
their suffering, while still acknowledging
the unparalleled guilt of the Nazis. “We
are not the only country that needed quite
some time to face up to painful and diffi-
cult chapters of its own history,” she told
reporters at a preview of the museum
before it opens to the public on
Wednesday. 

“Sometimes it takes several genera-
tions, and the right political constella-
tions.” The 65-million-euro ($78-million)
museum takes pains to place the
Germans’ plight firmly in the context of
Hitler’s expansionist, genocidal policies. It
is located between the museum at the for-
mer Gestapo headquarters and the ruins
of Anhalter railway station from which
people were sent to the Theresienstadt
concentration camp.` Just opposite is a
planned Exile Museum devoted to those
who fled Nazi Germany. Access to the
second-floor space spotlighting the
Germans’ exodus can only be gained
through a darkened room covering the
Holocaust. —AFP

Beekeeping technician Luz Millan (right) and veterinarian Adriana Veliz (left) work in the
removal of a swarm of bees from the garden of a house in Naucalpan de Juarez, Mexico
state, Mexico. — AFP photos

VIENNA: A general view of apartment buildings of Vienna’s suburb Seestadt, Austria. Women
may hold up half the sky, but when it comes to designing the public spaces and buildings in
which they live, their voices have too often been silenced.— AFP photos

BERLIN: View of the “Displacement and Expulsion of Germans” exhibition at the
“Documentation Centre for Displacement, Expulsion and Reconciliation”, in Berlin taken
Friday. — AFP

Katja Schechtner (left) and Wojciech Czaja,
curators of the architecture exhibition
“Women build the city”, pose for a picture at
Vienna’s suburb Seestadt, Austria. 

NEW YORK: Jean Paul Engelen, Deputy Chairman and worldwide co-
head of 20th century and contemporary art at Phillips Auction House
speaks next to “The Moat, Breccles” painting made by Winston
Churchill and owned by the Onassis family Friday.

Jean Paul Engelen stands next to a picture of Winston Churchill and
Aristotle Onassis. — AFP photos


